Automatic extraction of 3D anatomical feature curves of hip bone models reconstructed from CT images.
3D anatomical feature curves (AFC) on bone models reconstructed from CT/MRI images are important in some fields, such as preoperative planning, intra-operative navigation, patient-specific prosthesis design, etc. Interactive extraction of feature curves on patient-specific bone models is time-consuming, has low repeatability and accuracy. This paper presents a computer graphics method to automatically extract AFC from 3D hip bone models reconstructed from CT images. A DCSS (direct curvature scale space)-based technique is firstly used to extract anatomical feature points (AFP) in every contour, using anatomical structure information as prior knowledge so that AFP are extracted and only extracted. Then, corresponding AFP are linked in different contours and AFC is generated. AFC obtained by our method were compared with those interactively extracted by three surgeons, which showed that our method is feasible (Dice coefficient: 0.94; Average symmetric surface distance: 3.97 mm). The method was also applied to identify anatomical landmarks, which showed that our method is superior to the curvature-based methods that fail to identify landmark regions or have too many redundant regions, which results in failures to subsequently label landmark regions using pre-defined spatial adjacency matrices.